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Abstract

While very promising results have been shown on face

recognition related problems, age-invariant face recogni-

tion still remains a challenge. Facial appearance of a per-

son changes over time, which results in significant intra-

class variations. In order to address this problem, we pro-

pose a novel deep face recognition network called age esti-

mation guided convolutional neural network (AE-CNN) to

separate the variations caused by aging from the person-

specific features which are stable. The carefully designed

CNN model can learn age-invariant features for face recog-

nition. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt

to use age estimation task for obtaining age-invariant fea-

tures. Extensive results on two well-known public domain

face aging datasets: MORPH Album 2 and CACD show the

effectiveness of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

Age-invariant face recognition has received increasing

attention due to its wide range of application scenarios such

as finding missing children after years, identifying criminals

using photos taken many years ago and verifying passport.

In spite of the great advancement in face related works

in recent years, age-invariant face recognition is still a chal-

lenging problem in real world applications. The major dif-

ficulty of the problem is that face appearance of a person

changes greatly during the aging process. Those changes

are various in different age periods and cause significant

intra-class variations, as shown in Figure 1.

A traditional approach to tackle age-invariant face recog-

nition problem is to synthesis face to match target age and

then perform recognition [5, 22]. They try to construct a

2D/3D model to compensate for the shape changes which

cause large intra-class variations and degrade the perfor-

mance of face recognition. However, these generative mod-

els need strong parametric assumptions and accurate age

Figure 1. The cross-age images for one subject which show the

large intra-class variations due to aging process.

labels. Due to the complexity in modeling aging process,

these approaches are also computationally expensive, so

they are not stable in real-world cross-age face recognition.

Recently, discriminative methods are proposed to handle

age-invariant face problem [8, 9, 15, 16, 18]. For example,

Ling et al. [18] use gradient orientation pyramid (GOP) as

feature and use the support vector machine (SVM) as clas-

sifier for face recognition. Many discriminative approaches

aim to design an appropriate feature and an effective match-

ing system. However, the features they design still contain

age information and are not specific for age-invariant face

recognition problem. To separate the person-specific iden-

tity factor from age factor, Gong et al. [8, 9] propose the

hidden factor analysis method (HFA). The facial image of a

person can be expressed as a combination of an identity-

specific component that is stable over the aging process

and other component that reflects the aging effect, then the

identity-specific component is used for age-invariant face

recognition.

Motivated by the ability of convolutional neural network

(CNN) to learn latent representations from the input and

the fact that CNN has been successfully applied to many

face-related problems, we use CNN to obtain features. In-

spired by the belief that the face image is a combination of

an age-specific component and an identity-specific compo-

nent in [8], we expect that the resulting deep feature reduces
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the variations caused by aging process as much as possible.

Ideally, we want the feature containing only identity-related

component to perform well in cross-age face recognition.

However, the whole deep feature trained by large scale face

images using softmax loss function is unavoidable to con-

tain both the latent identity factor such as gender and the age

factor such as wrinkles, so the whole feature is not a good

choice considering the characteristic of age-invariant face

recognition problem. We first utilize age estimation task

to get age feature and then obtain age-specific factor from

age feature, thus we can get latent identity-related feature

by removing the age-specific factor contained in the whole

feature.

In this paper, we propose an age estimation task guided

face recognition framework to learn age-invariant features.

Given training data with age label and identity label, AE-

CNN achieves age estimation task and face recognition task

at the same time. We choose a well-designed CNN to han-

dle the problem, the first fully connected layer outputs the

whole feature which includes age-related factor. Then, age

feature is obtained by adding a fully connected layer after

the whole feature layer using softmax loss function for age

estimation. Another fully-connected layer is added after age

feature to get age-specific factor. The age-invariant feature

is obtained by subtracting age factor from the whole feature

and is used to achieve cross-age face recognition task with

softmax loss function.

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

- A new model for age-invariant face recognition prob-

lem is proposed based on convolutional neural net-

work.

- We propose a new method to obtain age-invariant fea-

ture by subtracting age factor got by age estimation

which is identity-independent from the whole feature.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to

show the effectiveness of age estimation in obtaining

age-invariant feature and achieve comparative results.

- Extensive experiments have shown that the proposed

AE-CNN outperforms state-of-the-art on the two pub-

lic facing aging datasets (MORPH Album 2 [23] and

CACD [2]).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

discusses related works. Section 3 introduces the formula-

tion and details the proposed AE-CNN. Section 4 presents

the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this

paper.

2. Related Works

Most age-related works focus on age simulation and age

estimation which includes exact age estimation and age

group estimation. Works that explicitly aim to solve age-

invariant face recognition problem are limited. Traditional

approaches roughly fall into two categories: generative ap-

proaches and discriminative approaches. Generative meth-

ods in [5, 7, 12] try to synthesis the input image to match

the target image by constructing a 2D or 3D model to com-

pensate for the aging process and then achieve face recogni-

tion. These approaches need accurate age labels and strong

parametric assumptions which lead to unrealistic synthesis

results. So they do not achieve good results in real-world

age-invariant face recognition.

Some discriminative approaches are proposed and draw

increasing attentions [11, 14–16, 18, 21]. Li et al. [16] use

scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [6] and multi-scale

local binary pattern (LBP) [20] as feature and a variation of

random subspace LDA approach (RS-LDA) [24] to do face

recognition. Gong et al. [8] propose a method called hid-

den factor analysis (HFA). The appearance can be modeled

as a combination of an identity factor that is age-invariant

and an age factor affected by the aging process, and the

method tries to separate the age-invariant component. They

adopt Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to esti-

mate model parameters and further they propose a maxi-

mum entropy feature [9] with separating the person-specific

feature to improve the method. Li et al. [15] propose lo-

cal pattern selection (LPS) as a new feature descriptor for

cross-age face recognition.

Data-driven approach has also been used. Chen et al. [2]

propose a coding framework called Cross-Age Reference

Coding (CARC). The method is based on the assumption

that if people look alike when they are young, they might

also look similar when they both grow older. By leveraging

a large-scale image dataset freely available on the Internet

as a reference set, CARC is able to encode the low-level fea-

ture of a face image with an age-invariant reference space.

Two images of the same person have similar representations

using CARC for the reason that they both look similar to

certain reference people with different ages.

Recently, deep learning has received much attention in

the research field of machine learning due to its superior

performance in learning a series of nonlinear feature map-

ping functions directly from raw features. It has been

widely used in many computer vision topics and obtain

very promising results. Some deep learning methods have

also been proposed for age-invariant face recognition to im-

prove the performance [1,13,17,19,25,29]. Zhai et al. [29]

combine deep convolutional neural network and local bi-

nary pattern histograms to improve the recognition accu-

racy. Lu et al. [19] propose a new joint feature learning

(JFL) and stack this model into deep architecture for face

representation. Lin et al. [17] incorporate the similarity

measure matrix into the deep architecture, enabling an end-

to-end way of model optimization. They unify the simi-
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Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed AE-CNN. The formulation we use is y = f(t − g(x)) as shown in (1), t is the whole feature

which contains age-related factor, x is the age feature obtained in age estimation task, y is the identity-specific feature for age-invariant

face recognition, g(.) is the function to obtain age factor which degrades the performance of face recognition from age feature. f(.) is the

function to better handle the relationship between the whole feature, age feature and identity-specific feature. The age estimation task and

the face recognition task update parameters in the network at the same time.

larity measure with feature representation learning via deep

convolutional neural networks. Wen et al. [25] propose a

model called latent factor guided convolutional neural net-

works (LF-CNNs) to address the age-invariant face recogni-

tion task. They develop a latent variable model called latent

identity analysis (LIA) and by coupled learning the param-

eters in CNNs and LIA, the age-invariant deep features can

be extracted. Xu et al. [27] propose a nonlinear method to

separate whole feature to get identity feature and present

a neural network model called coupled auto-encoder net-

works (CAN) which leverages two shallow neural networks

as bridge connecting the two auto-encoders to fit aging and

de-aging process.

3. The Proposed Method

In this section, we describe the proposed method. We

first introduce formulations to obtain age-invariant feature

by using age feature and the whole feature, and then present

the deep architecture and training algorithm for the pro-

posed AE-CNN.

3.1. Model Formulation

Matching cross-age face images is necessary in real

world and the difficulty is that aging process causes large

intra-class variations including shape changes and texture

changes. Through observation we can find that face images

of different people in the same age usually share character-

istics in common such as wrinkles and skin. On the other

hand, face images of the same person also keep features that

are relatively stable across ages such as gender.

The person-specific feature is what we need in age-

invariant face recognition problem. However, the person-

specific feature is latent and getting it directly is difficult

since the feature we obtain by common face recognition

task often contains age-related component. Considering the

fact that the age feature can be easily acquired through age

estimation task, we propose a new method using age es-

timation task to guide face recognition. We use age fea-

ture to get age factor which degrades the performance of

face recognition and obtain age-invariant feature by remov-

ing age factor from the whole feature. Specifically, we use

vectors to represent the age feature, identity-specific feature

and the whole feature of the input image. The formulation

expresses that the identity-specific feature can be obtained

by using the whole feature and the age feature. Overall, the

formulation can be written as:

y = f(t− g(x)), (1)

f(x) = W1x+ b1, (2)

g(x) = W2x+ b2, (3)

t is a d × 1 vector representing the whole face feature, x

is a d × 1 vector representing the age feature obtained by

age estimation, y is a d × 1 vector representing the latent
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identity-specific feature which we need, g(.) is the function

to obtain age factor which degrades the performance of face

recognition from age feature. f(.) is the function to bet-

ter handle the relationship between the whole feature, age

feature and identity-specific feature.

The basic idea of our approach is to obtain the latent

identity-related feature which is difficult to get directly by

using the whole feature of the image which can be got from

the first fully connected layer and the age-related factor

which can be acquired through age estimation task.

3.2. The AECNN Framework

An overview of the proposed CNN framework is shown

in Figure 2.

Structurally the AE-CNN is composed of convolution

layers and fully-connected layers as functions in (1) to

get age-invariant feature. The structure of the convolu-

tional component in the proposed framework follows typ-

ical CNNs, alternatively stacking convolution layer, nonlin-

ear layer and max-pooling layer. We use the CNN structure

in [26] called lightened CNN which is constructed with 4

convolution layers as shown in Figure 3. The convolution

kernel sizes are set as 9×9, 5×5, 5×5, 4×4 and the stride

is set as 1. To improve model fitting, we use Max-Feature-

Map (MFM) activation function. The max pooling layers

are used to enhance robustness to potential translation and

sub-sampling.

Then we focus on the construction of the fully-connected

layers to separate latent age-invariant feature from age-

specific factor. The fully-connected layer fc1 outputs the

whole feature of the facial image, fc2 outputs the age fea-

ture. Notice that the fully-connected layer is equivalent to

matric multiplication: Ffc = WFin+b, where W , b are the

parameters of the fully-connected layer, fc3 represents the

functions in (1) as g(.) and the eltwise layer subtracts the

age factor from the whole feature. Finally, fc4 represents

the functions in (1) as f(.) and outputs the identity-specific

feature as shown in Figure 2.

The inputs of the proposed CNN framework are train-

ing face images with identity labels and age labels. For the

input image, our goal is to separate person-specific feature

from age factor by subtracting age-specific component from

the whole feature. To obtain age-invariant feature, in our

model, specifically we have two steps:

1. Basic Training: This step achieves face recognition us-

ing the framework without age estimation and outputs

fc1 in Figure 2 as features. The cost function is defined

as:

L1 = −log(
et

p

i

∑m

j=1
et

j

i

), (4)

where t
p
i is the identity classifier output in class p of the i

th input. The feature we obtain still contains age-related

factor, it is the whole representation of the input facial

image.

2. Separation: This step achieves age estimation task and

face recognition task at the same time and outputs fc4 in

Figure 2 as features. The cost function is defined as:

L2 = −log(
et

p

i

∑m

j=1
et

j

i

)− α(log(
ea

r
i

∑n

k=1
ea

k
i

)), (5)

where t
p
i is the identity classifier output in class p of

the i th input and m is the number of identity classes,

ari is the age classifier output in class r of the i th in-

put and n is the number of age classes. The first com-

ponent of L2 is used for face recognition and the sec-

ond component is used for age estimation. α is the loss

weight of age estimation task. We change it during the

training process to change the importance of age estima-

tion task to get better results. This step uses age esti-

mation to guide age-invariant face recognition, the two

tasks update the parameters in network simultaneously.

We use the model got in step 1 to initialize the network,

add fully-connected layers as functions to better handle

the relationship between age feature, identity-specific

feature and the whole feature to obtain better person-

specific feature. By applying age estimation task we

can obtain age-specific factor which degrades the per-

formance of age-invariant face recognition. Then we re-

move it from the whole feature and the person-specific

feature can be obtained.

The two steps above build the proposed AE-CNN.

3.3. Training

Training the proposed AE-CNN involves two steps as

discussed above and we describe our training procedure in

Algorithm 1. To solve (5), we adopt stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) using standard back propagation to update

parameters we need to obtain person-specific feature for

recognition.

4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our approach on two public

aging face datasets: MORPH Album 2 [23] and Cross-Age

Celebrity (CACD) [2] to demonstrate the effectiveness of

the proposed method.

4.1. Implementation Details

Datasets. MORPH Album 2 [23] contains more than

55,000 face images of more than 13,000 individuals. Age

ranges from 16 to 77 and the average number of images

per person is 4. CACD [2] is a large scale dataset released

in 2014. The dataset contains more than 160,000 images
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Figure 3. The architecture of convolutional component.

Algorithm 1 Learning Algorithm for AE-CNN

Input: Cross-age training data yi with both age label r and

identity label p, testing image y′i
Output: The age-invariant feature

1: The learning in basic training step:

Train basic network with training data yi and identity

label p, use softmax loss function in (4) to obtain the

whole feature t which includes age-related factor.

2: The learning in separation step:

(1) Initialize the parameters using model got in basic

training step.

(2) Train separation network with training data yi, iden-

tity label p and age label r, use loss function in (5) to

obtain age-invariant feature y for cross-age face recog-

nition.

3: For each testing image:

Forward y′i to the trained CNN and get age-invariant

feature for testing.

of 2,000 celebrities with age ranging from 16 to 62. The

images are collected from the Internet. Figure 4 shows the

age distribution of these two datasets.

Preprocessing. It is necessary to preprocess the image

database. Facial landmarks are localized by AAM [4] and

then adjusted by hand, all the faces are aligned by the land-

marks of eyes and the midpoint of mouth corners. After

that, pictures with the size of 144 × 144 are cropped from

the aligned images. To avoid overfitting when training the

proposed AE-CNN, we do data augmentation. Images with

the size of 144 × 144 are randomly cropped to 128 × 128
before being fed to the convolution layers. All the input
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Figure 4. Age range distribution of MORPH Album 2 and CACD.

Figure 5. Face images alignment for MORPH Album 2 dataset. (a)

is the facial detection result and (b) is the normalized face image.

images are gray-scale face images as shown in Figure 5.

Detailed parameters setting. Our model is finished by

caffe library [10]. The batch size is 64. When training

the basic network which only achieves face recognition and
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Figure 6. Learned convolutional kernels in the first convolution

layer of AE-CNN.

the proposed AE-CNN, the learning rate is 1e-3, 1e-4 and

is switched when the loss plateaus. The loss weight α of

age estimation in (5) is 0.5 for MORPH Album 2 and 1 for

CACD training dataset.

Classifier. To evaluate the performance of the proposed

person-specific feature, our approach uses cosine distance

and the nearest neighbor rule as the classifier.

4.2. Experiments on CACD Dataset

CACD dataset contains images of 2,000 celebrities

across ten years with age ranging from 16 to 62. The im-

ages in this dataset have vary illumination, different poses,

different make up and better simulate practical scenario.

We follow the experimental setting in [2,27], choose 120

celebrities with rank 3-5 as test sets. The images taken at

2013 are used as query images and the remaining images

are split into three subsets and are used as gallery images.

The first subset contains images taken in 2004-2006, the

second subset contains images taken in 2007-2009 and the

third contains images taken in 2010-2012. During the train

process, the rest of images in CACD are used as training

data with identity label and age label to update parameters.

We plot the learned kernels in the first convolution layer

of the proposed AE-CNN in Figure 6. These kernels are

convoluted with the input image to extract discriminative

features. It can be seen that most kernels are simply edges

and spots, which can effectively extract discriminative in-

formation on the human face.

In our experiment on CACD, we use mean average preci-

sion (MAP) as evaluation protocol. Cosine distance is used

to compute the similarity of two images. Specifically, let

qi ∈ Q be the query images and Q is the query image

dataset. For qi, the number of relevant images is mi and

2004-2006 2007-2009 2010-2012

Subset

0.5

0.55

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

M
A
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CARC
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GSM-2

CAN

Baseline

Our approach

Figure 7. The performance of MAP of the proposed method com-

pared with state-of-the-art algorithms on CACD.

the relevant images can be expressed as Y1, Y2,. . . ,Ymi
. Eic

is the retrieval results of qi in a descending order from the

top to Yc. And the average precision (AP) of qi can be cal-

culated as below:

AP (qi) =
1

mi

mi∑

c=1

Precision(Eic), (6)

where Precision(Eic) means the ratio of relevant images

in Eic. Then the average of the AP of all images (MAP) of

Q can be calculated as:

MAP (Q) =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑

i=1

AP (qi). (7)

Using this protocol, we compare our method with the ex-

isting methods in this dataset including hidden factor analy-

sis (HFA) [8], cross-age reference coding (CARC) [3], gen-

eralized similarity model [17] (GSM-1 and GSM-2, com-

pared with GSM-1, GSM-2 only uses more training data)

and coupled auto-encoder networks (CAN) [27]. Figure 7

reports the comparative results. All methods in Figure 7 are

tuned to the best setting according to their papers. For fair

comparison, we also compare the proposed AE-CNN with

a baseline CNN model. The baseline CNN is the network

we use in training process step 1 which has the same con-

volution unit and first fully connected layer in the proposed

method but only achieve face recognition task. The base-

line outputs the whole feature t which contains age-related

factor.

From the results in Figure 7, we have the following ob-

servations. First, our method outperforms the others in

all three subsets. Note that compared with other meth-

ods which perform well with small age gaps, our method

achieves competitive performance with large age gaps. The
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Figure 8. Some examples of failed retrievals in CACD dataset. The

first row is the probe faces, the second row presents the incorrect

rank-1 matching results using the proposed approach and the bot-

tom row shows the corresponding gallery images for the probe

images.

proposed AE-CNN improves the MAP from 0.64 to 0.70 in

2004-2006 subset. This confirms the superiority of our ap-

proach. Second, it is encouraging to see that the proposed

AE-CNN obtains a significant improvements over the CNN-

baseline results. The improvement shows that the whole

feature we obtain by face recognition task contains age-

related factor and degrades the performance of age-invariant

face recognition. However, by adding age estimation and

removing the age factor from the whole feature, we success-

fully obtain person-specific feature, and the person-specific

feature is very powerful in cross-age face recognition.

Figure 8 shows some examples of the failed retrievals.

While the rank-1 retrievals are not correct in these cases,

the probe images appear to be more similar to the incorrect

retrievals than the true images.

4.3. Experiments on MORPH Album 2 Dataset

MORPH Album 2 [23] consists of more than 55,000 face

images of more than 13,000 individuals with age ranging

from 16 to 77. 10,000 individuals are used for training

and the remaining 3,000 individuals are used for testing,

there is no overlapping subject between the training set and

the testing set. The testing set is composed of a probe set

and a gallery set, two face images with the youngest age

and the oldest age are selected as gallery and probe set re-

spectively for each subject. This experimental setting is the

same with those adopted in [2, 8, 17]. Considering that the

number of images in training set is not very big, we use the

model trained on CASIA-WebFace [28] and fine-tune for

face recognition to avoid overfitting.

We compare the proposed CNN model with (1) the CNN

baseline model which is trained by CASIA-WebFace using

only face recognition. (2) the CNN baseline model which is

Table 1. Recognition rates on MORPH.

Method
Rank-1

Identification Rates

HFA (2013) [8] 91.14%

CARC (2014) [3] 92.80%

MEFA (2015) [9] 93.80%

MEFA+SIFT+MLBP (2015) [9] 94.59%

LPS+HFA (2016) [15] 94.87%

GSM (2016) [17] 94.40%

LF-CNNs baseline (2016) [25] 95.13%

LF-CNNs (2016) [25] 97.51%

CNN baseline

(trained by CASIA data)
74.73%

CNN baseline

(fine-tuned by MORPH data)
96.30%

AE-CNN 98.13%

fine-tuned by MORPH training set. (3) some state-of-the-

art approaches on the dataset. The comparative results are

reported in Table 1.

From Table 1 we have the following conclusions. First,

the result of baseline CNN without fine-tuning is only

74.73%. It is inferior to the other results in Table 1. This

confirms that the parameters trained using CASIA-WebFace

dataset [28] are not suitable for MORPH Album 2 [23]

which shows that images in CASIA dataset and images in

MOPRH Album 2 are different and directly applying the

CNN model to address age-invariant face recognition is not

a good choice. Second, the CNN baseline model fine-tuned

by MORPH Album 2 can reach an accuracy of 96.3%,

which shows that the convolutional neural network struc-

ture is powerful. However, the features obtained by baseline

model cannot remove age-related factor by itself, thus the

performance of cross-age face recognition degrades. The

accuracy reflects the limitation of common CNN model

which only uses face recognition loss function, so it is de-

sirable to design a new deep CNN model which can remove

age factor from images and can get person-specific fea-

ture for cross-age face recognition. The proposed AE-CNN

achieves comparative result of 98.13% on the MORPH Al-

bum 2 dataset. This confirms the effectiveness of our al-

gorithm. Moreover, the proposed method outperforms the

CNN baseline by a clear margin. This shows that using

age estimation task to guide age-invariant face recognition

task is useful. By subtracting age factor from the whole

feature, we successfully obtain person-specific feature for

age-invariant face recognition.

In MORPH Album 2, age distribution of the subjects is

not uniform, so it is desirable to exploit the influence of dif-

ferent age ranges on the proposed method. We separate the

age range into five age groups by 16-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-
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Table 2. Performance of different age groups on MORPH.

Age group Amount
CNN

baseline
AE-CNN

16-19 337 97.03% 97.97%

20-29 940 95.64% 97.66%

30-39 779 95.76% 97.69%

40-49 695 96.98% 98.99%

50-77 249 97.99% 99.20%

Table 3. Performance of different measurements on MORPH 2.

Measurement CNN baseline AE-CNN

Mahalanobis distance 84.74% 87.60%

Euclidean distance 94.90% 96.47%

Cosine distance 96.33% 98.13%

49 and 50-77. Table 2 shows the rank-1 identification rates

in different age groups. According to Table 2, we can see

that the proposed approach outperforms the baseline CNN

model on all age groups, which shows that our method can

obtain person-specific feature which can perform well in

age-invariant problem. The results further confirms the ad-

vantage of our method over common CNN model in cross-

age face recognition problem.

Experiments are also performed to measure the simi-

larity metric methods. We use Euclidean distance, Ma-

halanobis distance and cosine distance. According to the

results shown in Table 3, cosine distance outperforms the

other measurements.

To further evaluate the effect of age estimation, we de-

sign an experiment to report the age estimation results and

face recognition results in every 1,000 iterations during the

training process. The parameters to separate person-specific

feature are updated during the training process. We use

rank-1 identification rate to estimate the performance of

cross-age face recognition and we utilize the mean abso-

lutely error (MAE) to measure the error between the pre-

dicted age and the ground-truth, which is normalized and

defined as follows:

MAE =
‖y′ − y‖

2

N
, (8)

where y′ and y denote predicted age value and ground-truth

age value. N denotes the number of the testing samples.

Figure 9 clearly shows that the MAE of age estimation and

the accuracy of face recognition improve at the same time,

which shows that age estimation task guides age-invariant

face recognition.

Finally, we show some failed retrievals in MORPH

dataset in Figure 10. The results confirm what we observed

from Figure 8: The rank-1 retrieved images appear highly

similar to the probe images in the incorrect matching.
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Figure 9. The performance of age estimation and cross-age face

recognition in every 1000 iterations.

Figure 10. Some examples of failed retrievals in MORPH Album

2 dataset. The first row is the probe faces, the second row is the in-

correct rank-1 matching results using the proposed approach, and

the bottom row shows the corresponding gallery images for the

probe images.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an age estimation guided

CNN approach to address the challenging problem of age-

invariant face recognition. Unlike the existing deep learn-

ing models, we use age estimation task. Considering the

fact that directly obtaining person-specific feature is diffi-

cult since the feature we get by face recognition task always

contains age-related factor, we add age estimation task to

obtain age feature and subtract age factor from the whole

feature. Extensive experiments have been conducted on two

public domain face aging datasets (CACD and MORPH Al-

bum 2) to confirm the effectiveness of our approach.
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